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Summary and Need Statement

The analysis of next-generation sequence data often involves variant calling – the process
of identifying differences between genomes. The standard output file format of variant
callers is the Variant Call Format (VCF) (https://github.com/samtools/hts-specs).

Researchers need to view and compare VCF files when comparing the behavior of different
variant calling algorithms (and even the same algorithm with different parameters). Ad-
ditionally, the performance of a variant calling algorithm can be evaluated by comparing
against a known truth VCF dataset.

Here, we present vcftoolz, software to facilitate comparing and evaluating the variant
calls in VCF files. The core functionality of vcftoolz is the capability to compare two
or more VCF files, producing a report, Venn Diagrams, and a spreadsheet identifying the
concordance between the VCF files. The artifacts produced by vcftoolz are not available
from other tools.

The vcftoolz software is designed to work with bacterial variant files. It has been tested
in a 3-way comparison of VCF files, with each file having 200 samples and 500 snps per
sample for a total of 100,000 variants in each file.

Related Research

The vcftoolz software is being used as part of an ongoing effort to compare and evalu-
ate the variant callers used by multiple government agencies involved in the analysis of
pathogenic organisms of interest to food safety. In this effort, we use multiple variant
callers to construct VCF files from food-borne pathogens. The vcftoolz software iden-
tifies the concordance between the VCF files produced by the alternative variant callers
and facilitates algorithm improvements.

Prior Related Work

The RTG Tools package (Cleary et al., 2015) has advanced capabilities to compare VCF
files containing complex variants, but does not support VCF files with multiple samples
per file.

The BCFtools (Clarke et al., n.d.) package has the capability to create intersections,
unions and complements of VCF files, as well as other useful tools for working with VCF
files.
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The VCFtools (Danecek et al., 2011) package has the capability to calculate differences
between VCF files, among other functions.

Links

Documentation: https://vcftoolz.readthedocs.io/en/latest/readme.html

Source Code: https://github.com/CFSAN-Biostatistics/vcftoolz

PyPI Distribution: https://pypi.python.org/pypi/vcftoolz
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